Civic Centre, Riverside, Stafford
Contact Andrew Bailey
Direct Dial 01785 619212
Email abailey@staffordbc.gov.uk

Dear Members
Planning Committee
A virtual meeting of the Planning Committee will be held using Zoom on
Wednesday, 7 October 2020 at 6.30pm to deal with the business as set out on the
agenda.
To watch the meeting, please follow the instructions below:1

Log on to Zoom at https://zoom.us/join

2

Enter Meeting ID 848 0611 9649 when prompted

3

Enter Password 979747 when prompted

Or, to listen to the meeting, please call the following telephone number:0131 460 1196
Please note that this meeting will be recorded.
Members are reminded that contact officers are shown in each report and members
are welcome to raise questions etc in advance of the meeting with the appropriate
officer.

Head of Law and Administration
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ITEM NO 5
ITEM NO 5
___________________________________________________________________
PLANNING COMMITTEE - 7 OCTOBER 2020
___________________________________________________________________
Ward Interest - Nil
Planning Applications
Report of Head of Development
Purpose of Report
To consider the following planning applications, the reports for which are set out in
the attached APPENDIX:Page Nos
19/31552/HOU

Ben Rinnes, Kitlings Lane, Walton on the Hill

4

- 10

The application was called in by Councillor
A Cooper
Officer Contact - Richard Wood, Development
Lead - Telephone 01785 619324
19/31577/REM

Land off Fairway, Stafford

11 - 38

The application has been deferred from
15 July 2020
Officer Contact - John Holmes, Development
Manager - Telephone 01785 619302
Previous Consideration
Nil
Background Papers
Planning application files are available for Members to inspect, by prior arrangement,
in the Development Management Section. The applications including the
background papers, information and correspondence received during the
consideration of the application, consultation replies, neighbour representations are
scanned and are available to view on the Council website.
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Application:
Case Officer:

19/31552/HOU
Samantha Borgars

Date Registered:

4 December 2019

Target Decision Date:
Extended To:

29 January 2020
13 October 2020

Address:

Ben Rinnes, Kitlings Lane, Walton on the Hill, ST17 0LE

Ward:

Milford

Parish:

Berkswich

Proposal:

Part demolition and rear two-story extension and remodel of
detached dwelling.

Applicant:

Mr G Jones and Ms L Coleman

Recommendation:

Approve, subject to conditions

REASON FOR REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE
This application has been called in by Councillor A Cooper (Ward Member for Milford) for
the following reason(s):‘The main concerns are that the development is overbearing to the neighbour with it being
on higher ground as well as the 2 storey construction. The 2 properties are angled in
towards each other which adds to the problem. This will cause a loss of light’
Context
Ben Rinnes is a two-storey detached dwelling located in the residential settlement of
Walton on the Hill.
The proposal is for a two storey rear extension. The extension would have an open plan
form providing a kitchen/dining/living space including the conversion of the existing garage
in to a snug and utility at ground floor. At the first floor the proposal would provide a
master bedroom with en-suite bathroom and dressing room, together with two bedrooms
with en-suite shower rooms.
During the consideration of the application amendments received on 20 August 2020.
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Officer Assessment – Key Considerations
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires decisions to
be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. The Plan for Stafford Borough 2011-2031 is the development plan for Stafford
Borough.
1. Character & Appearance
Ben Rinnes is a two-storey detached dwelling with an off white render finish and a
Staffordshire Blue plain clay tile roof. The dwelling has varied architectural features
including gabled front projection, flat roof front projection, a catslide roof projection to the
rear and various hipped bays and porches. Dwellings on this part of Kitlings Lane are of
varying characters, designs and sizes. As such, it is not considered that there is a set
character for the area. The land level of Kitlings Lane rises to the West.
The proposal is for a two-storey rear extension, comprising of a north facing gable and two
tiered hipped roof elements with staggered projections. The extension would be rendered
to match the existing dwelling with timber cladding detail around the windows. The hipped
part of the roof is staggered in height and would be subservient to the ridgeline of the main
dwelling by 0.38m and 1.05m. The projection is also staggered and would project beyond
the rear wall of the existing dwelling by approximately 6.4m and 4.4m. The gable would be
subservient to the main roof by 0.35m, and would have a projection beyond the existing
rear wall of approximately 7.4m, based on the amended plans submitted on 20 August
2020.
A comment was received from a member of the public in objection to the proposal stating
that “it is still one and a half times bigger in width than the original property.” It is assumed
that depth is meant in place of width as the width of the extension is less than the original
property. For clarity, the existing property at its deepest point measures 9.35m in depth.
The proposed extension at its deepest point is 7.4m which is approximately 80% of the
depth of the existing dwelling.
Whilst there are no policy restrictions for additional floor area, for the sake of establishing
whether or not the extensions would be proportionate or disproportionate to the size of the
dwelling, a calculation has been carried out for the additional floor area to the existing
dwelling as a result of the proposed extension. The proposed extensions would result in a
76.76% increase in floor area to the existing dwelling. Considering the size of the plot and
the scale of other dwellings on Kitlings Lane this is considered to be proportionate.
Following the amendments received on 20 August 2020, it is considered that the proposed
rear extension would form a subordinate addition to the main dwelling and be in-keeping
with its character.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Section 12. Achieving well-designed places
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The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies N1 Design, N8 Landscape Character
Supplementary Planning Document – Design
2. Amenity
The proposed extension would impede the direct outlook from the neighbouring property’s
(Nawabgunj) glazed bi-fold doors serving their kitchen on the south-western side elevation
at a distance of 9.4m. However, there is another set of glazed bi-fold doors on the rear
north-west facing elevation of Nawabgunj providing an alternative unimpeded outlook
across their garden. Furthermore, following the amendments received 20 August 2020,
whilst the 25 degree outlook in the vertical plane from these bi-fold doors is impeded by
the extension, this is at a distance of 13m which exceeds the minimum distance of 12m
specified in the Council’s Design Supplementary Planning Document. On this basis it is
considered that the proposals would not result in an undue loss of light to the kitchen of
Nawabgunj. Additionally, the kitchen is also served by a large glazed roof lantern which
allows light in to this room.
The proposed extension would also result in a breach of the 45 degree sightline in the
horizontal plane from a dining room window on the ground floor north-west facing
elevation of Nawabgunj at a distance of 6m. However, the dining room also has an
alternative unimpeded outlook through another window on the south-east facing front
elevation of the property.
It is acknowledged that Nawabgunj is on a lower land level than Ben Rinnes by
approximately 1.2m. However, the amendments to the scheme received on 20 August
2020 result in the overall height of the two storey rear extension being lowered by 1m, its
projection reduced by 1.6m and set in from the boundary by a further 1m from Nawabgunj
(3.2m overall). Therefore, taking into consideration the amendments to the scheme and
mitigating factors in the window arrangements of Nawabgunj the harm on the amenities of
the occupiers of Nawabgunj in terms of overshadowing and overbearingness is not
considered to be sufficiently adverse to warrant the refusal of the application.
There is no technical breach of guideline 6 (distances between windows) or the 45 degree
and 25 degree rules to neighbouring property Hill View, as the only windows affected
serve a utility and study; these are not considered to be principal rooms for the purposes
of the Council’s Design Supplementary Planning Document.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Paragraph 127
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policy N1 Design
Supplementary Planning Document – Design
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3. Parking
The proposal would result in an increase in the number of bedrooms at the property from
4 to 5, together with loss of the existing garage through its conversion to a snug.
Local plan car parking standards require 3 on site spaces for a dwelling with 4 or more
bedrooms. Whilst the existing garage would be removed following amendments received
on 27 February 2020 (carried through to the amendments received on 20 August 2020),
the existing driveway at the front of the property would be extended to provide three
spaces.
The Highway Authority raise no objection to the proposal on this basis.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Section 9. Promoting sustainable transport
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies T1 Transport, T2 Parking and Manoeuvring Facilities, Car Parking Standards
4. Conclusion and planning balance
Following the amendments received on 20 August 2020 the scale and design of the
proposal is considered to be acceptable in the context of the host dwelling and
surrounding properties.
Following the amendments to the scheme and when applying the planning balance in
terms of mitigating factors in the window arrangements of the neighbouring property,
Nawabgunj, the impact of the proposal on the amenities of the occupiers of Nawabgunj is
not considered to be sufficient to warrant the refusal of the application.
Adequate car parking is provided in relation to local plan car parking standards and can be
secured by condition on any grant of permission.
Consultations
Highway Authority:
Following amendments received 27 February 2020 – no objection.
Parish Council:
Consultation period expired 03.09.2020 – no response received.
Neighbours (4 consulted):
6 responses received from two properties.
summarised below:
-

Loss of light to neighbouring property
Excessive width and height of extension
Overbearing due to land level difference
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-

Loss of privacy (prior to amendments 27 February 2020)
Design out of keeping with the area (prior to amendments 27 February 2020).

Relevant Planning History
None.
Recommendation
Approve subject to the following conditions:
1.

The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

2.

This permission relates to the originally submitted details and specification and to
the following drawings, except where indicated otherwise by a condition attached to
this consent, in which case the condition shall take precedence:Drawing No. 1937-MA(00)0001 (Location Plan)
Drawing No. 1937-MA(00)0002 Rev D (Site Plans Existing and Proposed)
Drawing No. 1937-MA(00)0005 Rev D (Proposed Plans)
Drawing No. 1937-MA(00)0006 Rev D (Proposed Elevations)

3.

Notwithstanding any description / details within the application documents and
before any above ground construction commences, details of the external render
and roofing tile for the proposed extension shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.

4.

The development shall not be brought into use unless and until the car parking
spaces shown on drawing 1937-MA(00)0002 revision D have been provided and
shall thereafter be retained as such.

The reasons for the Council’s decision to approve the development subject to the above
conditions are:
1.

To comply with the requirements of Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004.

2.

To define the permission.

3.

To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development (Policies N1 g and h of
The Plan for Stafford Borough).

4.

To ensure the provision of adequate off-street facilities in the interests of the
convenience and safety of users of the highway. (Policy T2d of The Plan for
Stafford Borough).
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Informative(s)
1 The Local Planning Authority has worked in a positive and proactive manner in
dealing with this application and following amendments to the scheme the proposal
is considered to be a sustainable form of development and therefore complies with
the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework.
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19/31552/HOU
Ben Rinnes
Kitlings Lane
Walton On The Hill
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Application:
Case Officer:

19/31577/REM
Sian Wright

Date Registered:

20 December 2019

Target Decision Date:
Extended To:

20 March 2020
9 October 2020

Address:

Land Off Fairway, Littleworth, Stafford, Staffordshire

Ward:

Forebridge

Parish:

n/a

Proposal:

Reserved Matters (appearance, landscaping, layout and scale)
pursuant to planning permission ref. 18/28423/OUT for Phases
1, 1a, 2 & 3 of the proposed development comprising 213
dwellings, public open space, landscaping and associated
infrastructure

Applicant:

St Modwen Homes

Recommendation:

Approve, subject to conditions

REASON FOR REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE
This application was considered by Planning Committee on 15 July 2020 who resolved to
defer the application to allow for redesign of the site to a higher quality.
Reasons for deferral included the layout/design, amenity, affordable housing provision,
shared areas (roads/areas to LC1 phase) areas of parking for dwellings, and principles of
sustainable development.
A series of revised plans have subsequently been submitted which has resulted in a
number of amendments being made as follows:
Proposed relationship with Phase LC1 (local centre) – The layout adjacent to the
future Phase LC1 has been revised to address the concerns regarding shared access with
the residential units. The access road has been removed and the access/parking
arrangements for the adjacent residential units have been revised so they are separate to
any future scheme on Phase LC1. A deeper landscape buffer has also been introduced
along the boundary with Phase LC1.
Amenity Space – Dedicated amenity space has now been provided for the apartments.
All garden sizes now comply with the minimum standards set out in the Council’s Design
SPD.
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Parking Arrangements – The car parking arrangements for a number of plots have been
adjusted to reduce the amount of frontage parking across the scheme. Plots 81-87 have
been redesigned to remove frontage parking.
Housing Numbers / Mix – The amendments to the scheme have resulted in a net loss of
1 unit overall, reducing the total number of units from 214 to 213. The housing mix has
also changed to include 1 additional 2 bed house, 9 additional 3 bed houses, and 11 fewer
4 bed houses when compared with the previous layout.
Officer Assessment
At Committee on 15th July 2020 the concerns raised focused heavily on the comments
from the Design Advisor, particularly the more negative aspects of his assessment. The
main issues raised by members at Committee are therefore addressed as follows:
Garden Sizes
The revised layout now proposes garden sizes to all dwellings which meet the guidance
set out in the Council’s design SPD. Whilst the overall layout is broadly the same as
previously considered, this improvement has been achieved as a result of changes to the
houses types and the loss of 1 unit. An amenity area is now also proposed to the flats
adjacent to the proposed local centre.
Relationship of housing with the proposed local centre:
The proposed layout on this section of the scheme has been significantly revised to
produce a layout to adequately address concerns in respect to the sharing of street
scenes between commercial and residential uses. The revised layout separates the
housing from the local centre site by providing a new access and parking area and a
deeper landscaping buffer. The Design Officer comments that the latest design is
considered to have adequately addressed concerns despite a consequential change to
the building line.
Car parking on frontages
Block 81-87 has removed car parking to the frontages of the proposed dwellings. Whilst
other areas of the development still retain frontage parking the revised layout has
attempted to lessen the visual impact of frontage parking within the centre of the site. The
Design Advisor comments that the revised parking arrangement will substantially lessen
the visual domination of this street scene by parked vehicles.
Architecture
The Design Advisor has commented that the more contemporary style of the proposed
house types is supported. He also comments that the Borough Council do not have
characterisation based design guidance and/or coding and so there is little policy basis to
require new development to prescriptively reflect a particular architectural style.
Development is required however by policy to be complimentary to its setting. This site is
relatively isolated from its adjacent urbanised context and the applicants preference for a
more contemporary aesthetic and style for the developments house types is not therefore
considered to be detrimental to the character and quality of the surrounding areas.
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Affordable units:
Concerns were raised previously about the provision of the affordable units, in particular
the delivery of 2 bedroom flats to which the Health and Housing Manager had raised
objection to. Her concerns related to the fact that Registered Providers are reluctant to
take on this type of property.
The proposed scheme provides a total of 21 affordable units which comprise 14
apartments and 7 houses. The Health and Housing Manager has stated that she would
prefer to see the proposed flats delivered as houses or maisonettes. She has also noted
that a number of the affordable properties are smaller than the national space standards.
In response to this, the applicant has confirmed that 10% of the dwellings provided on site
will be delivered as affordable housing in line with the requirements of the S106
Agreement attached to the outline planning permission. In response to the matter of the
national space standards, the applicant highlights that this matter was raised at the preapplication stage and that no objections were raised at that time to the house types
proposed. It should be noted that paragraph 2.5 of the Councils Design SPD states that
the nationally described space standards should be applied to all new residential
development. In addition it should also be noted that the applicant has provided evidence
that they have a registered provider on board to take the proposed units.
Energy efficient and sustainability:
The applicant has confirmed that the proposed homes have been designed in accordance
with the energy hierarchy and a fabric first approach to reduce energy use and carbon
emissions. The dwellings will also include a range of water efficient measures to reduce
water consumption and energy efficient lighting and heating systems. The applicant has
submitted a supporting statement to outline their approach.
Conclusion & Planning balance
It is considered that the amendments have improved the quality of the scheme and have
addressed the main concerns raised by members at the Planning Committee meeting on
15 July 2020. The proposal is therefore considered to be acceptable in terms of layout
and design having regard to the policies within The Plan for Stafford Borough and the
Design SPD.
The revised proposal does not result in any additional highway issues and the Highway
Authority have not raised any objections
Whilst issues relating to the proposed affordable housing have been raised, the level of
affordable housing provision is in line with the requirements of the S106 agreement. The
applicant has also indicated that they have a registered provider in place to take the
affordable units.
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Re-Consultations
Design Advisor After the submission of a revised suite of design related information that was produced in
response to the recent deferment of the application by the Planning Committee, the
following comments on those revisions are as follows:
 Road, Path & Street Hierarchy – This aspect of the proposals remains unchanged.
 The internal street pattern of the scheme - This aspect of the proposals remains
ostensibly unchanged.
 Character / Cohesion – Although this aspect of the proposals has changed slightly
due to the altered disposition of house types across parts of the site layout, the
overall approach to the application of materials remains as previous and so also
remains as acceptable.
 Scale – the overall approach of avoiding 2½ and 3 story buildings on the edges of
the development has been maintained.
 Architecture – by and large the more contemporary style of the proposed house
types is supported and is considered to be a rather refreshing approach to the
prevalence of poor-quality pastiche in the area. While there are few planning
policies that require new development to prescriptively reflect a specific
architectural style, new development is required to be complimentary to its context.
This can be achieved either through closely reflecting and/or replicating locally
prevalent patterns of development, or by demonstrating a different approach that
while based on a thorough understanding of local context, introduces a different
form or style of development. This can complement and add to the richness and
diversity of the local built environment without negatively impacting on the existing
character and quality of the area and it is this later approach that is applicable here.
The site obviously sits within a wider urban setting but is relatively isolated from it;
this characteristic of the site aligned with the applicants preference for a more
contemporary aesthetic and style for the house types were thus considered not to
be detrimental to the character and quality of the surrounding areas and were in
fact considered to provide a positive addition to the range, style and choice of new
homes in the area.
 It is disappointing that the double tree lined treatment of the Primary Route has not
been formally extended to the site entrance. It is assumed this is due to a difficulty
in extending the wide double verge approach while at the same time providing wide
foot/cycle paths, and it is therefore alternatively suggested that a meaningful
attempt to augment the street tree planting in this area (for example in the green
space to the front to the apartment building). This aspect of the proposals appears
unchanged.
 Boundary treatments - although this aspect of the proposals has changed slightly
due to the altered disposition of house types across parts of the site layout, the
overall approach to the application of boundary treatments remains as previous and
so also remains acceptable.
 While the principle Fairway/St Leonards frontage of the site has not been
reconsidered as either a relatively formal urban frontage or as a series of
asymmetrically set buildings within an overtly landscape dominated streets scene,
and thus the opportunity for some improvement is felt to still exist, this aspect of the
scheme was not a deep concern as what is proposed is not considered to exert an
inappropriately discordant and damaging impact on the character and quality of the
area.
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 Previous concerns were expressed in regard to the principal frontage of residential
units directly facing and accessed from commercial service/parking areas is not
considered to create an appropriate setting for residential properties. This section
of the layout has been significantly altered and the latest design is considered to
have adequately addressed concerns in respect to the sharing of street scenes
between commercial and residential uses. One consequence of this change is the
pushing of the frontage of units 209-213 forward from the prevalent building line.
While this is considered unfortunate in the sense of it introducing a blank gable end
as a visual stop in the street scene, the impact of this is not considered so
detrimental to the overall quality of the development to warrant objection, but it is
recommended that effort be made to make the gable of units 209-213 a more
visually attractive and active feature in the street scene.
 The overall disposition and arrangement of units within the blocks edging onto the
southern open space was previously advised as being unacceptable; these have
now been modified and are now considered acceptable. These blocks appear
unaffected by the recent modifications.
 The overall disposition and arrangement of units within the blocks edging onto the
northern most open space was previously advised as being unacceptable; these
have now been modified and are now considered acceptable. These blocks appear
unaffected by the recent modifications.
 It was previously requested scale and design parameters for the potential local
centre be provided as part of any subsequent planning application for development
of the overall site to articulate the principles of development of this important
frontage location to ensure its qualities of scale, form and massing do not render
this element of the development an inappropriately incongruous feature in its wider
setting. It is unfortunate that the current application does not provide any
information to address these concerns apart from a notional 3d rendering within the
Design & Access Statement that alludes to it being a very large spanned building.
This aspect of the proposals remains unchanged.
 Although it was previously suggested that consideration be given to the scale and
design of the apartment building overlooking the local centre and site entrance to
ensure it does not become an inappropriately dominant feature, it does not appear
that anything has been done to address this. However, taking into account the
relatively open setting of this building, I do not have substantive concern that it will
exert too dominant an impact on the character of the locality, but highlight that it will
certainly be a notable feature due to its scale and height. This aspect of the
proposals remains unchanged.
 The level of outward facing development to the sites edges is considered good and
will help to activate and animate the adjacent green space by providing good levels
of active frontage and passive surveillance. This aspect of the proposals remains
unchanged.
 The alterations made to the central north-south tertiary road within the heart of the
layout has changed the whole western side of the street to a more traditional on/inbetween plot parking arrangement and will substantially lessen the visual
domination of this street scene by parked vehicles.
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The Health and Housing Manager - My main objection to the original plans was around
the provision of 2 bed apartments for the affordable housing elements and the fact that
Registered Providers were reluctant to take on these properties.
On looking at the new documents submitted, the scheme provides a total of 213 housing
units, of which 192 are private and 21 affordable. Of the 192 private homes for sale, only 9
are apartments, with 183 being delivered as houses. Looking at the 21 affordable units, 14
are apartments and 7 houses. 10 of the apartments are 2 bed, which we know is not the
favoured provision of registered providers and 4 are one bed. As stated in my initial
response, it would be preferable that these units were delivered as houses / maisonettes,
rather than flats.
A number of the affordable properties are smaller than the national space standards, the 1
bed 2 person apartment at 493 sq ft, as well as one of the 2bed 4person house and the 3
bed 5 person house. We ask that wherever possible properties are provided to
accommodate more than the minimum number of people, so would want a 2 bed property
to be able to accommodate 4 people. The 2 beds that don’t have a number of people
specified would be below the space standards for accommodating 4 people.
Highway Authority - Road surface material on the proposed adopted highway can be
picked up as part of the Section 7 (s38) agreement. However as mentioned previously the
highways department do not like block paving used on the highway, on areas where there
is going to be a lot of turning manoeuvres, i.e. Junctions, but can be picked up later. The
general layout is agreeable and the parking will meet the Borough Councils Guidelines
Recommendation
Approve, subject to the following conditions:
1.

This permission relates to the originally submitted details and specification and to
the following drawings, except where indicated otherwise by a condition attached to
this consent or the conditions attached to outline consent 18/28423/OUT, in which
case the condition shall take precedence:Reserved Matters Location Plan LP.01 Rev C
Proposed Site Layout Plan CSL.01 Rev D
Proposed Overall Site Layout Plan OSL.01 Rev D
Boundary Material Layout BML.01 Rev C
Dwelling Material Layout DML.01 Rev C
Street Elevations (Sheet 1 of 2) SE.01 Rev B
Street Elevations (Sheet 2 of 2) SE.02 Rev B
Phasing Plan PP.01 Rev C
House Type 471-599 Elevations HT-471-599.e Rev B
House Type 471-599 floor plans HT-471-599.p Rev B
House Type 824 Elevations Option 1 HT.824-1.e Rev B
House Type 824 Floor plans Option 1 HT.824-1.p Rev B
House Type 705 Elevations Option 1 HT.705-1.e Rev B
House Type 705 Elevations Option 2 HT.705-2.e Rev B
House Type 705 Elevations Option 3 HT.705-3.e Rev B
House Type 705 Elevations Option 4 HT.705-4.e Rev A
House Type 705 floor plans HT.705.p Rev B
House Type 790 Elevations Option 1 HT.790-1.e Rev B
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House Type 790 Elevations Option 2 HT.790-2.e Rev B
House Type 790 Elevations Option 3 HT.790-3.e Rev B
House Type 790 floor plans HT.790.p Rev B
House Type 838 Elevations HT.838.e Rev B
House Type 838 floor plans HT.838.p Rev B
House Type 920 Elevations HT.920.e Rev B
House Type 920 floor plans HT.920.p Rev B
House Type 936 Elevations Option 1 HT.936-1.e Rev B
House Type 936 Elevations Option 2 HT.936-2.e Rev B
House Type 936 floor plans HT.936.p Rev B
House Type 1036 Elevations HT.1036.e Rev C
House Type 1036 floor plans HT.1036.p Rev C
House Type 1173 Elevations HT 1173.e Rev B
House Type 1173 floor plans HT 1173.p Rev B
House Type 1210 Elevations HT.1210.e Rev B
House Type 1210 floor plans HT.1210.p Rev B
House Type 1272 Elevations HT.1272.e Rev B
House Type 1272 floor plans HT.1272.p Rev B
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 1 HT.1318-1.e Rev B
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 2 HT.1318-2.e Rev B
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 3 HT.1318-3.e Rev B
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 4 HT.1318-4.e Rev B
House Type 1318 Floor plans Option 1 HT.1318-1.p Rev B
House Type 1318 Floor plans Option 2 HT.1318-2.p Rev B
House Type 1355 Elevations HT.1355.e Rev B
House Type 1355 floor plans HT.1355.p Rev B
House Type 1379 Elevations HT.1379.e Rev A
House Type 1379 floor plans HT.1379.p Rev A
House Type 1474 Elevations HT.1474.e Rev A
House Type 1474 floor plans HT.1474.p Rev B
House Type 1513 Elevations HT.1513.e Rev A
House Type 1513 floor plans HT.1513.p Rev A
House Type 1664 Elevations HT.1664.e Rev A
House Type 1664 floor plans HT.1664.p Rev A
House Type 493-584 Elevations HT.493-584.e Rev B
House Type 493-584 floor plans HT.493-584.p Rev B
House Type 824 Elevations Option 2 HT.824-2.e Rev A
House Type 824 Floor plans Option 2 HT.824-2.p Rev A
House Type 835 Elevations HT.835.e Rev B
House Type 835 floor plans HT.835.p Rev B
House Type 947 Elevations HT.947.e Rev B
House Type 947 floor plans HT.947.p Rev B
House Type 1138 Elevations HT.1138.e Rev B
House Type 1138 floor plans HT.1138.p Rev B
Single Garage - Floor plans and Elevations GAR.01 Rev A
Twin Garage - Floor plans and Elevations GAR.02 Rev A
Flat Block Plots 200-208 Elevations FB.200-208.e Rev A
Flat Block Plots 200-208 Floor Plans FB.200-208.p Rev A
Garden Area Plan GAP.01 Rev B
Detailed Planting Proposals 1 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0001 P03
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Detailed Planting Proposals 2 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0002 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 3 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0003 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 4 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0004 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 5 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0005 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 6 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0006 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 7 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0007 P03
Detailed Planting Proposals 8 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0008 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 9 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0009 P02
Landscape Specification and Planting Details R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0010
POS Proposals 1 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0011 P02
POS Proposals 2 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0012 P02
POS Proposals 3 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0013 P03
POS Proposals 4 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0014 P03
POS Proposals 5 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0015 P02
POS Proposals 6 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0016 P02
POS Proposals 7 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0017
POS Proposals 8 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0018
POS Proposals 9 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0019
POS Proposals 10 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0020 P01
POS Proposals 11 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0021 P01
Plot Levels 0110 P5
Drainage Strategy 0115 P5
Drainage Catchment Plan 0016 P5
Road Sections Sheet 1 0121 P2
Road Sections Sheet 2 0122 P2
Flood Routing 0125 P4
Refuse Vehicle Tracking 0131 P4
Visibility Splays 0132 P4
Road Adoption Plan 0133 P5
Road Kerbing Layout 0134 P4
Road Construction Details 0141 P1
POS Level Details 0153
2.
The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access,
parking, and turning areas have been provided in accordance with the approved plans.
3.
The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access to
the site within the limits of the public highway has been completed.
4.
Each property shall have the access to the plot and the parking area for that plot
completed before being occupied.
5.
The garages indicated on the approved plan shall be retained for the parking of
motor vehicles and cycles. They shall at no time be converted to living accommodation
without the prior express permission of the Local Planning Authority.
6.
Notwithstanding any description/details of external materials in the application
documents and prior to any above ground works, precise details or samples of the
materials to be used in the construction of the external wall(s) and) roof(s) of the
building(s) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
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7.
Notwithstanding any description/details in the application documents and prior to
any above ground works, precise details or samples of all hard landscaping materials to
be used throughout the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
The reasons for the Council’s decision to approve the development subject to the above
conditions are:
1.

To define the permission.

2.
In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).
3.
In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).
4.
In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).
5.
To ensure the provision of adequate off-street facilities in the interests of the
convenience and safety of users of the highway. (Policy T2d of The Plan for Stafford
Borough).
6.
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development (Policies N1 g and h of
The Plan for Stafford Borough).
7.
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development (Policies N1 g and h of
The Plan for Stafford Borough).
INFORMATIVE(S)
1
The Local Planning Authority consider the proposal to be a sustainable form of
development and therefore complies with the provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework.
2
That the applicants attention be drawn to the comments of the Highway Authority
contained in the attached letter.
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Previous report to Planning Committee 15 July 2020
Application:
Case Officer:

19/31577/REM
Sian Wright

Date Registered:

20 December 2019

Target Decision Date:
Extended To:

20 March 2020
17 July 2020

Address:

Land Off Fairway, Littleworth, Stafford, Staffordshire

Ward:

Forebridge

Parish:

n/a

Proposal:

Reserved Matters (appearance, landscaping, layout and scale)
pursuant to planning permission ref. 18/28423/OUT for Phases
1, 1a, 2 & 3 of the proposed development comprising 214
dwellings, public open space, landscaping and associated
infrastructure

Applicant:

St Modwen Homes

Recommendation:

Approve, subject to conditions

REASON FOR REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE
This application has been called in by Councillor C Baron (Ward Member for Forebridge)
for the following reasons:
"To clarify design, leisure facilities, social housing provision and landscaping"
Context
The application site forms part of a wider development site situated to the east of Stafford
town centre. The site is bounded by St Leonard’s Avenue/Fairway to the west, the railway
line to the south and by open land to the east and north. The site was previously occupied
by the company Aviva, who had industrial buildings occupying the central northern section
of the site, covering approximately 50% of the overall site area. The site has now been
cleared following approval of application 18/27798/PDEM which allowed for the demolition
of the buildings associated with Aviva.
This application seeks reserved matters approval for part of the site following the approval
of outline planning permission which approved the construction of up to 430 dwellings,
together with small retail units (18/28423/OUT). The outline permission approved access
only (from St Leonard’s Avenue) and was subject to a number of conditions and to a
Section 106 Agreement which covers:
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-

Open space
Affordable housing
Education contribution
Travel Plan monitoring fee
SAC contribution

This reserved matters application seeks to gain permission for 214 dwellings on
approximately half of the site and will be assessing layout, scale, appearance and
landscaping.
The applicant has subdivided the overall site into the following separate phases:
Phase 1 – Residential
Phase 1A Public Open Space
Phase LC1 Local Centre
Phase 2 – Residential
Phase 3 – Residential
Phase 4 – Residential
This reserved matters application deals specifically with phases 1, 1A, 2 and 3. A further
reserved matters application will need to be submitted for remaining parts of the site.
The dwellings proposed across the site comprise a mixture of detached, semi-detached,
terraced properties and apartments. The dwellings are predominantly 2 storey in height,
with some 2.5 and 3 storey properties dotted through the site to create visual interest.
The accommodation proposed comprises:
23 x 1 and 2 bedroom apartments (14 affordable)
17 x 2 bedroom dwellings (1 affordable)
106 x 3 bedroom dwellings (4 affordable)
65 x 4 bedroom dwellings (2 affordable)
3 x 5 bedroom dwellings
There are a total of 21 affordable houses proposed which equates to 10% of the 214
dwellings proposed as part of this application. At the outline application stage a viability
assessment was undertaken and it was agreed that the affordable provision should be
10% (rather than 30%). This is reflected in the s106 agreement. In terms of siting, 4 of the
proposed affordable dwellings are located quite centrally within the development site, the
remainder are located in the south-western corner adjacent to phase LC1 (Local Centre)
Officer Assessment – Key Considerations
1. Principle of development
Outline planning permission, reference 18/28423/OUT was permitted in September 2019
for up to 430 dwellings on the site and local retail units up to 575 sqm A1/A2/A3 or A5 of
floor space subject to a Section 106 Agreement. This outline permission included access
only. The principle of development on this site has therefore been established under the
outline permission, leaving details of layout, design, appearance and landscaping to be
considered under this reserved matters application.
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This reserved matters application seeks permission for phases 1, 1a, 2 & 3 of the site
only. A further reserved matters application will therefore be required for the remainder of
the site (phases LC1 & 4).
Polices and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Section 5 – Delivering a sufficient supply of Homes
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies: Spatial Principle 1 (SP1) - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development,
Spatial Principle 2 (SP2) - Stafford Borough Housing & Employment Requirements,
Spatial Principle 3 (SP3) - Stafford Borough Sustainable Settlement Hierarchy, Spatial
Principle 7 (SP7) - Supporting the location of New Development
The Plan for Stafford Borough: Part 2
Policies: SB1 Settlement Boundaries
2. Layout, Appearance & Amenity
Layout & Appearance
With regard to the layout the Design Advisor has provided comments stating that the
proposed hierarchy of routes and internal street pattern within the proposed development
site is acceptable. He also comments that the level of outward facing development to the
site’s edges is good since it will achieve active frontages and passive surveillance.
Two vehicular links are shown on the proposed layout to the east of the site which will link
through to future phase 4.
The submitted design and access statement identifies the following three character areas:
1. The Site Gateway
2. The Countryside Edge
3. Formal Residential Area
Subtle changes in character throughout these identified areas is achieved by varying scale
and massing, street hierarchy, density, materials palette, front garden treatments, street
continuity and enclosure, and parking.
There are 18 different house types proposed across the site (excluding the apartments) all
of which are of a contemporary style. The Design Advisor comments that the houses
types proposed are a “refreshing” approach to the prevalence of poor quality design in the
area. The proposal features some 2½ and 3 storey dwellings which, are generally located
away from the edge of the development. Whilst there are a few instances where this is
not the case, it is not considered that these dwellings would have a substantially negative
impact.
It is noted that in some parts of the site the street frontages are dominated by
hardstanding/parking areas. This is something that should, where possible, be avoided
due to its unacceptable visual impact. The Design Advisor has commented that some
efforts have been made to break up the visual dominance of this surfacing by introducing
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additional tree planting between spaces which, is an improvement to previous layouts
considered. Whilst not ideal, he does not raise any objections.
Various boundary treatments are proposed across the site to include 1.8m high close
boarded fencing, 1.8m high walls in various brick types, 1.2m high post and rail fencing
and estate railings. There are no objections to the boundary treatments proposed.
It is noted that the Design Advisor provides comments about the relationship of the
residential units adjacent to the proposed commercial service/parking areas. The
proposed layout shows that a number of affordable units would directly face this area and
that their access would be shared with the commercial centre. Given that details for
phase LC1 have not yet been considered and are subject to a separate reserved matters
application, it is difficult to assess this matter fully. Whilst the Design Advisor has raised
concerns about the possible visual dominance of the commercial centre, phase LC1 is not
being considered by this application. When an application for phase LC1 is submitted, it
will need to demonstrate that it integrates appropriately with the rest of the site in terms of
scale, design and amenity issues.
It is usual for a reserved matters application to specify an exact palette of proposed
materials however in this case a generic description of materials has been submitted
which was an agreed approach at the validation stage of the application. The application
states that there will be 3 different main brick types across the site as follows:
Main facing brick 1 – light red
Main facing brick 2 – dark red
Main facing brick 3 – orange multi
In addition proposed boarding over brickwork is to be dark brown and render is to be an
off white colour. Two different roof tiles are proposed in brown/red and grey. External
landscaping materials have not been confirmed.
Whilst specific materials have not been considered, the overall approach taken in regard
to materials appears to be well considered and provides an appropriate sense of cohesion
and balance across the site.
Various boundary treatments are proposed across the site to include 1.8m high close
boarded fencing, 1.8m high walls in various brick types, 1.2m high post and rail fencing
and estate railings. There are no objections to the boundary treatments proposed.
Overall the layout and design of the proposed dwellings is considered acceptable having
regard to policies N1 and N8 of TPSB and the Design SPD.
Amenity
The Council’s Design SPD recommends that 4 bedroom houses (or more) should provide
a garden area of 65sqm, 2 bedroom houses 50sqm and flats should provide a balcony or
private space adequately screened. A garden area plan has been submitted as part of the
application which illustrates that there are 11 proposed dwellings across the site which,
have garden areas which fall below the guidance set out in the Design SPD. In addition
there are a further 17 dwellings which also have substandard garden areas but, which are
within 10% of the SPD guidance. In total therefore 28 dwellings across the application site
have garden areas which do not meet the SPD guidance albeit that some only marginally
fall below the guidance.
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The two most affected plots are plots 47 and 48, both 4 bedroomed dwellings with
gardens under 50sqm. In addition apartments 208-211 do not have any private amenity
space.
Whilst it is recognised that the proposal does not fully comply with the Design SPD in
respect of amenity areas, it is also recognised that the SPD does state that individual
requirements for a private garden area do vary significantly between residents. The SPD
also provides guidance only and on this basis it is not considered that this matter is
significant enough to warrant a refusal of planning permission.
Furthermore, the
apartments are located immediately adjacent to a large area of public open space.
The Design SPD suggests that a distance of 21m should be considered the minimum
separation between the rear elevations of dwellings to achieve an appropriate degree of
privacy. The layout largely achieves this requirement however there are a few minor
breaches:
 19.5m achieved between plots 43 and 54
 Other notable breaches occur with house types (920 and 1210) which both have a
small single storey projection at the rear to accommodate a laundry and wc. There
are however no rear windows to this rear projection. In most instances with these
house types the distance when taken from the rear projection is less than 21m
however the distance from the main rear elevation is more acceptable.
The breaches noted are considered to be minor and it is recognised that the SPD states
that each proposal should be judged on its own merits and that good design in new
housing layouts will not be achieved solely by adherence to the guidelines suggested.
Overall the level of amenity achieved across the site is considered to be acceptable
having regard to Policy N1 of TPSB and the Design SPD.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Paragraphs: 124, 127, 128 & 130
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies: N1 Design; N8 Landscape Character
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) – Design
3. Landscaping/Trees & Open Space
Detailed plans have been submitted to show the proposed areas of open space and
landscaping across the site.
The proposed landscaping has been designed to reflect the character of the site and
includes native tree and shrub planting. The proposal includes tree planting to the primary
and secondary routes through the site in addition to edge planting to border the flood plain
and areas of public open space. Overall the proposed landscaping appears to assist in
integrating the proposed development with its wider green setting.
The Biodiversity Officer has reviewed the landscaping proposals and comments that
overall the landscaping planting plan is acceptable. He does however comment that he
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would like to see more emphasis on biodiversity benefits from the selection of shrubs and
plants. He recommends replacing Griselinia littoralis and Liriope muscari with alternative
native species. In response to this recommendation the applicant has commented as
follows:
“These comments are noted. However, the suggested amendments are not considered
necessary as they would not result in any particular biodiversity benefits. Liriope muscari
has been chosen for its size, late flowering and shade tolerance adding extra benefit to
bees and other species late into the season. Griselinia has been selected for being an
evergreen and easy to maintain with a lower ultimate height if not maintained properly in
comparison to similar species”
The Open Space Officer raises no objection to the amount and location of the public open
spaces (POS) proposed. It is noted that her comments raise various questions about the
equipping of the play areas however, revised plans were submitted to address some of
her concerns:
• Provision of a cradle swing has been provided, along with a flat seat swing.
• A platform slide is proposed within the LEAP
• The goal post has been replaced by a ball wall and an area of hard surfacing has also
been included to enable kicking/bouncing balls.
• The table tennis equipment has been replaced with fitness equipment. All sand pits have
been removed for health and safety reasons.
Whilst this information has been provided on detailed POS plans, it should be noted that a
condition was attached to the outline permission (18/28423/OUT) requiring the submission
of a specification and management plan for the phased delivery, laying out, equipping,
management and maintenance of the proposed public open space and a landscape
management plan to include proposals to enhance biodiversity. The legal agreement
attached to the outline permission will also ensure the delivery of the proposed open
space areas.
The Tree Officer does not raise any objections. Conditions 27, 28, 29 and 30 on the
outline permission (18/28423/OUT) cover all relevant tree issues.
National Planning Policy Framework
Paragraphs: 96, 117, 170,
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies: N1 Design; N4 The Natural Environment & Green Infrastructure, N8 Landscape
Character;
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) – Design
4. Access and Parking
Access was approved under the outline application. The proposed access to the site is
directly off the roundabout that connects Fairway (north) and St Leonards Avenue (west).
The overall parking provision provided on site is considered to be acceptable and meets
the
standards set out in TPSB.
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On the basis that the access to the proposed development has already been approved the
Highway Authority do not raise any objections to the proposal subject to conditions.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Paragraphs: 105 & 106
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies: T1 Transport; T2 Parking and Manoeuvring Facilities; Appendix B – Car Parking
Standards
5. Other
Biodiversity
Ecological issues were covered under the outline application and this matter was
conditioned out at the outline stage.
Condition 32 of the outline permission
(18/28423/OUT) requires the submission of a landscape management plan to include
proposals to enhance biodiversity. The Biodiversity Officer raises no objections.
Flood Risk and Drainage
The Site is located predominantly within Flood Zone 1; Flood Zones 2 and 3 are present
however along all site boundaries, except the entrance road. All details relating to
drainage and flood risk were submitted and conditioned as part of the outline application.
The Environment Agency and the Lead Local Flood Authority have both been consulted
and have confirmed that they have no objections to this reserved matters application.
Housing
It is noted that the Health and Housing Manager has commented on the suitability of some
of the affordable units being proposed. It is however usual for a developer to have
registered providers on board prior to construction. If this is not the case then potentially
revisions may need to be sought to ensure the appropriate delivery of affordable units on
site.
Policies and Guidance:National Planning Policy Framework
Paragraphs: 149, 155, 163, 170
The Plan for Stafford Borough
Policies: N2 Climate Change; N4 The Natural Environment & Green Infrastructure
6. Conclusion and planning balance
The principle of residential development on this site has been established in the granting
of the outline permission, which included the access arrangement. All significant issues
relating to design, scale and appearance are considered to have been adequately
addressed in this application.
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It is noted that 4 letters of representation have been received objecting to issues relating
to the principle of development, flood risk, landscaping, biodiversity and highways matters.
Some of the issues raised have already been covered by the outline permission. It is
considered that other matters have been adequately addressed by this application. The
proposed landscaping and areas of open space are considered to be acceptable and no
objections are raised by any consultees.
It is considered that the proposal complies with policies in TPSB noted throughout this
report and to the NPPF.
Consultations
Highway Authority: No objections subject to conditions
Design Advisor:
Having previously provided pre-application advice for development proposals associated
with this application, I will utilise those earlier comments to frame this response to ensure
both continuity and avoid the necessity to revisit issues that have been previously
addressed through the planning process;
• Road, Path & Street Hierarchy – the Design & Access Statement sets out sufficient
information relating to the proposed hierarchy of routes within the proposed development
area, and is generally regarded as a rational and supportable proposal.
• The internal street pattern of the scheme is a relatively open, permeable and legible
urban structure and is broadly acceptable. Additionally, the recently modification to the
Primary Routes to provide a far more legible point of interface with the future phase of
development
to the eastern side of the site is welcomed and sufficiently addresses what was a serious
concern in previous designs. There has also been a significant change to the Primary
Route at its point of connection to the Secondary Route near the site entrance. This is
also considered to have sufficiently addressed a previously expressed concern that the
legibility of the Primary Route was compromised by the design of this junction over
emphasising the
secondary route as the main route to follow.
• Character / Cohesion – the approach taken in regard to the application of materials
across
the site appears well considered and provides an appropriate sense of cohesion and
balance across the development area. The street by street, block by block approach will
assist the natural legibility of the place and more generally create relative distinctiveness
between the different streets and blocks which will assist in generating a more appealing
character to the development than would a more randomised application of materials.
• Scale – the disposition of 2½ and 3 story buildings across the site appears to avoid
placing the larger/taller units on the edges of the development and this is generally
welcomed and supported. There are a few instances where this is not the case, but given
the very low number of such examples, I do not consider that these would have so
detrimental an impact on the overall impression of the development from distance to
constitute a substantially negative impact.
• Architecture – by and large the more contemporary style of the proposed house types is
supported and is considered to be a rather refreshing approach to the prevalence of poor
quality pastiche in the area. The final approval of materials should be informed by samples
of external materials being made available for review/comment.
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• It is disappointing that the double tree lined treatment of the Primary Route has not been
formally extended to the site entrance. It is assumed this is due to a difficulty in extending
the wide double verge approach while at the same time providing wide foot/cycle paths,
and it is therefore alternatively suggested that a meaningful attempt to augment the street
tree planting in this area (for example in the green space to the front to the apartment
building).
• The approach to provision of various boundary treatments across the site is broadly
supported in that where boundaries overlooking streets and public space they are
generally
masonry/hedged/railed, and that lower grade timber fencing is restricted to private
boundaries. However, further detail of these features would be required to ensure they are
compatible with the general character and feel of the places being created. The use of
post
and rail to the outer edges of the development is considered acceptable, but how tall
these
are to be will be important in gauge the impression they give of either a “keep out”
message, or simply as a marker of public/semi-public space.
• It is disappointing that the principle Fairway/St Leonards frontage of the site has not
been
reconsidered as either a relatively formal urban frontage or as a series of asymmetrically
set buildings within an overtly landscape dominated streets scene. This approach may
have
provided greater opportunity for the development to present a more distinctive frontage to
its only direct interface with the surrounding urbanised area.
• Previous concerns were expressed in regard to the principal frontage of residential units
directly facing and accessed from commercial service/parking areas is not considered to
create an appropriate setting for residential properties. While modifications that represent
a
slight improvement to this element of the layout have been made, the concern over the
appropriateness of residential units sharing street scenes with commercial service/parking
areas remains, and it is particularly notable that the units impacted are all affordable units.
It is also concerning that the road serving these units is designated as a “Private Drive /
Lane” and so the responsibility for upkeep of this principle access could be as a vagary of
private agreements between private and commercial owners. There is also now, no
private
amenity space for units 208-211.
• The overall disposition and arrangement of units within the blocks edging onto the
southern open space was previously advised as being unacceptable; these have now
been modified and are now considered acceptable.
• The overall disposition and arrangement of units within the blocks edging onto the
northern most open space was previously advised as being unacceptable; these have
now been modified and are now considered acceptable.
• It was previously requested scale and design parameters for the potential local centre be
provided as part of any subsequent planning application for development of the overall
site
to articulate the principles of development of this important frontage location to ensure its
qualities of scale, form and massing do not render this element of the development an
inappropriately incongruous feature in its wider setting. It is unfortunate that the current
application does not provide any information to address these concerns apart from a
notional 3d rendering within the Design & Access Statement that alludes to it being a very
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large spanned building.
• Although it was previously suggested that consideration be given to the scale and design
of the apartment building overlooking the local centre and site entrance to ensure it does
not become an inappropriately dominant feature, it does not appear that anything has
been
done to address this. However, taking into account the relatively open setting of this
building, I do not have substantive concern that it will exert too dominant an impact on the
character of the locality, but highlight that it will certainly be a notable feature due to its
scale and height.
• The level of outward facing development to the sites edges is considered good and will
help to activate and animate the adjacent green space by providing good levels of active
frontage and passive surveillance.
• Although there remain several instances where principle street frontages were almost
entirely taken up with hardstanding/parking areas, I acknowledge that some efforts have
been made to break up the visual dominance of this surfacing by introducing additional
tree planting between spaces. While this is considered an improvement over previous
iterations of the layout, it remains a feature of the layout that is considered unfortunate
and which could be further improved, but as this issue was raised prior to the release of
the new National Design Guide (which calls for a much more integrated and high quality
approach to
parking in residential streets), I do not intend to hold a substantive objection, but would
flag
that such a design approach will not be supported in applications considered after the
introduction of the National Design Guide.
While there remain issues relating to the design of the development that if further
modified/refined would benefit the wider character and quality of the scheme, it is
generally considered that the proposals now present a design that is on balance
supportable.
Environment Agency:
We have reviewed the information submitted, and have no objections to the submission of
Reserved Matters. The ‘Flood Routing Plan’, Drawing No. 04160 – A – 0125, Rev P1,
dated 19 November 2019, and associated information submitted in support of this
application complies with condition 13 on Planning Permission 18/28423/OUT. Therefore,
we have no objections on flood risk grounds to the submitted proposals.
Lead Local Flood Authority:
We have no objection to the appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale of the proposed
development.
Whilst we are satisfied with the main principles with regards to the appearance,
landscaping, layout and the scale of the development, we will want to see the full details of
the proposed surface water drainage strategy prior to work commencing on site. However,
since this has already been conditioned as part of the associated outline application
18/28423/OUT, we have no additional conditions to add at this time.
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Housing:
I have recently had feedback from two of the Registered Providers who are generally keen
to take on s106 properties in Stafford Borough. Both of them have indicated that they
wouldn’t be interested in taking on the properties on Fairway due to the 2 bed units being
delivered as flats. If they were to consider these, they would have to be delivered as 2 bed
houses or maisonettes.
I understand this information has come late in the day, but I wanted to alert you to this as
I’m concerned the applicant may struggle to find a buyer for these properties.
Biodiversity Officer:
Landscaping
Overall the landscaping planting plan is fine however I would like to see more emphasis
on biodiversity benefits from the selection of shrubs and plants. I would recommend
replacing Griselinia littoralis and Liriope muscari with alternative native species.
Ecology Management Area
There is no information on the ecology management area and how it will work as public
open space. A management plan should be submitted showing the intended aims for the
site and how they will be maintained.
Flood attenuation/Sustainable Drainage Systems/Ditches & watercourses. There is an
opportunity to integrate wetland planting and biodiversity within the water features across
the site. Further information is required demonstrating how this will be achieved. This is
particularly important for the green corridor that divides Phase 4 from the rest of the
development and the proposed attenuation basin.
Tree Officer: No objections to, nor any additional tree related conditions for, the proposed
development.
Open Space Officer:
In the previous application 09/12207/OUT the Culture and Leisure Services expressed the
desire that a Country Park similar to Wildwood Park be created and that it should be
located on a section of land adjacent to the Council’s land at Riverway. During this time it
was revealed that the preferred land was not within the ownership of St Modwen
Developments. Application 15/22735/REM therefore had the open space located more
centrally which was accepted.
This application is on a larger site area than the previous 2015 application and as such the
location of open space was reconsidered. As stated previously, provision for open space
should be onsite.
Due to the size of the development we have recommended that the play space be
equipped, specifically providing:
• A Multi Use Games Area
• Wheeled sport area – this does not need to be to the scale of Victoria Park but
something that would allow people to do wheeled sport e.g. grind rails, low level ramps
• Teen facilities (to the size of 0.03ha)
• Equipped local play (to the size of 0.05ha)
This area should total a space of 35175.8m2 (8.69 acres) and be to the value of
£448,631.02.
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However the outline scheme (18/28423/OUT) was subject to a viability assessment and
the agreed contribution towards open space is fixed at £287,500.
Based upon the reduced amount of money available the open space scheme has had to
be
reduced. A pre-application meeting occurred and the location of the open space was
discussed at length. To ensure maximum use, natural surveillance and social cohesion we
recommended a central location for the equipped play provision which has been adhered
to.
The range of equipment chosen encourages swinging, jumping, balancing and climbing.
We recommend that one of the swings be a cradle swing to accommodate younger
children. Clarification is required on whether the climbing tower has a slide, if not we
require a slide to be installed as this will provide a further element to the play experience.
A slide could be installed on the mound that contains the hill climb and the climbing ramp.
In regard to the ‘stilts’ we would recommended something else, these are a very ‘fixed’
play element and balancing equipment has already been provided via the balance beams
and the jump poles.
We are supportive of the proposals for the basin open space. Clarity is required as to
whether the dam and the rock/sculptures are to be accessible to the general public. We
also need more information on the hand pump, is this pumping water from the basin or
from elsewhere? Does it only work sometimes? Additionally we need more information on
how often it is considered the basin will fill with water, will this affect the sandpit?
Within the pre-app meeting it was recommended that this central location be expanded
and
extended into the open space within Phase 1A to incorporate a MUGA. Whilst the
applicant has come back saying that the principle of the MUGA on the easternmost part of
the scheme was agreed at outline application we don’t agree with this. Whilst we agree to
the location of open space the exact details of what was to go where was to be decided at
Reserved Matters stage. During the pre-application meeting discussion was had about the
location of the MUGA, within the plans a MUGA is not shown. Is it not possible to provide
this facility?
Plan 2316 POS Proposals (6 of 11) shows that within Phase 1A goal posts are to be
provided, it is recommended that this be a ball wall as it allows single use play. The same
plan shows a proposed sand pit, is this for community use, concern is raised about the
maintenance of this facility in terms of upkeep (littler, faeces removal etc.). In regard to
the table tennis, whilst we aren’t opposed to this equipment, experience has demonstrated
to us that this equipment is not generally used.
In regard to the eastern POS, we are supportive of this design.
Adoption of footpaths and cycle ways and associated lighting.
Sport and Outdoor Leisure will not be seeking the adoption of the open space, play area
or any footpath or cycle way and associated infrastructure including lighting as part of this
development. These paths should be adopted by the County Council who are the
Highways authority for the Borough.
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Flood Attenuation/Sustainable Drainage Systems.
Stafford Borough Council will not adopt any land forming part of a flood attenuation
scheme as a result the Council will not be seeking adoption of any of the open space upon
site and alternative management methods must be secured. This should be discussed
with Severn Trent Water as we are aware they will be unlikely to adopt the drainage
system on the development site.
Where trees are planted adjacent to footpaths or hard standing, trees should be planted in
tree pits and liner pavement protection should be installed.
County Education:
The relevant Outline Application for this site is 18/28423/OUT.
The REM application details a development which is scheduled to provide 214 dwellings
of the 430 dwellings expected from the original outline approval.
A Section 106 Agreement was signed when the Outline Application was granted, and the
education contribution amount and terms should be calculated in line with this.
In summary those triggered through this REM are; 30% on or before commencement, and
30% on or before the commencement of 30% of the total number of dwellings.
Police Liaison Officer:
In order to prevent crime and reduce the fear of crime I recommend that this development
attains Police Secured by Design (SBD) accreditation.
Advice is given on the following matters: entrance to the development, landscaping,
lighting, POS, dwelling boundaries, car parking, doors, garages, communal entrances,
windows, mail, party wall construction and sound insulation and intruder alarms.
Neighbours (298 consulted): 4 letters of representation received objecting on the following
ground (summarised):
 Incomplete information: It is difficult to fully comment on this application without the
full landscaping and management plan being available for scrutiny. As the
production of this was a condition of the original outline planning permission but it
still does not appear to have been provided then surely permission should be
withheld until it is produced and made available to view?
 Discrepancy in plans of north section of former tipped land
 I do not recall a BMX track being part of the original proposed play provision on the
site (if the new design statement illustration is accurate). This would take the
amount of proposed play provision overall onsite to a quite high level, potentially to
the detriment of opportunities for biodiversity compensation / enhancement.
 Using the full proposed open area (of the northern section former tipped land) to
create species rich grassland - rather than just a few strips of it interspersed with
amenity grassland - surrounded by an enhanced woodland / scrub boundary would
do more to compensate for the loss of biodiversity here, and would still be usable
as public open space and an area for play. Does play really always need large
amounts of provided equipment and artificial landscapes?
 Natural spaces (or at least ones created to be such) just as important for this.
More appropriate locations for some of the play equipment – the public open space
on the former tipped land is in my view (given its location and inherent biodiversity
interest) a more appropriate space for increased biodiversity provision /
compensation and also ‘informal’ recreation and play.
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 I think more could be done across the site to enhance biodiversity, especially for
pollinators and other invertebrates. There are surely lots of opportunities for
provision of pollen / nectar rich plants (preferably native, and herbaceous as well as
shrubs) and also habitat structures.
 Why are the council considering the application on land that always floods? The
land should be used a nature reserve/wet land, the land and stream should be
dredged and prepared for flooding to minimise risks to local properties. By building
more houses is putting other homes at risk.
 Concerns raised about highway safety. Concern that the road infrastructure
adjacent to this development is inadequate for the inevitable increase in traffic. The
original 214 house proposal appeared manageable but the planning permission for
over 400
 homes will result in gridlock in St Leonards and Queensville Avenues.
 Concerns raised about the retention of mature trees and shrubs. Many trees have
already been felled.
 The belt of mature trees on the site contributes greatly to the biodiversity of this
area and helps mitigate the flood risk.
 Herons, bats, buzzards, kestrels, and barn owls are just a few of the many species
sighted in this area.
 Due consideration must be given to the integral nature of the river corridor, not just
to the black poplars. I urge that full protection is granted to all these remaining
trees.
Site notice expiry date: 24.02.2020
Newsletter advert expiry date: 29.01.2020
Relevant Planning History
09/12207/OUT - Mixed use development involving buildings for Business, General
Industrial and Storage or Distribution uses; local shops and/or financial and professional
services buildings and/or restaurants/cafes and/or food takeaways; and residential
(outline); change of use of part of site to public open space - Approved 18.03.2010
15/22735/REM - Approval of reserved matters in respect of application 09/12207/OUT for
residential development consisting of 194 dwellings, public open space, access, parking
and landscaping - Approved - 03.12.2015
15/22793/REM - Approval of reserved matters for two retail units matters of access,
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale submitted for approval in respect of outline
application 09/12207/OUT- Approved - 11.11.2015
The above three applications were not implemented and have expired.
16/25189/FUL - Outline application for residential development with
for future consideration (access, appearance, landscaping, layout
application for 85 dwellings with details of access, landscaping,
associated infrastructure - Resolved to approved subject to Section
amended conditions – Withdrawn
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18/28423/OUT - Outline planning permission for up to 430 dwellings, local retail units up
to 575 sq m A1/A2/A3 or A5 of floor space – Approved September 2019.
18/27798/PDEM – Demolition of existing buildings – Prior Approval granted 01.03.2018
19/30701/FUL - Site access and highway, surface water drainage infrastructure, pumping
station, gas governor, site reprofiling of levels and landscaping – Approved February 2020
Recommendation
Approve subject to the following conditions:
1.

This permission relates to the originally submitted details and specification and to
the following drawings, except where indicated otherwise by a condition attached to
this consent or the conditions attached to outline consent 14/20816/OUT, in which
case the condition shall take precedence:Reserved Matters Location Plan LP.01 Rev B
Proposed Site Layout Plan CSL.01 Rev B
Proposed Overall Site Layout Plan OSL.01 Rev B
Boundary Material Layout BML.01 Rev B
Dwelling Material Layout DML.01 Rev B
Street Elevations (Sheet 1 of 2) SE.01 Rev B
Street Elevations (Sheet 2 of 2) SE.02 Rev A
Phasing Plan PP.01 Rev A
House Type 471-599 Elevations HT-471-599.e Rev A
House Type 471-599 floor plans HT-471-599.p Rev A
House Type 824 Elevations Option 1 HT.824-1.e Rev A
House Type 824 Floor plans Option 1 HT.824-1.p Rev A
House Type 705 Elevations Option 1 HT.705-1.e Rev A
House Type 705 Elevations Option 2 HT.705-2.e Rev A
House Type 705 Elevations Option 3 HT.705-3.e Rev A
House Type 705 Elevations Option 4 HT.705-4.e Rev A
House Type 705 floor plans HT.705.p Rev A
House Type 790 Elevations Option 1 HT.790-1.e Rev A
House Type 790 Elevations Option 2 HT.790-2.e Rev A
House Type 790 Elevations Option 3 HT.790-3.e Rev A
House Type 790 floor plans HT.790.p Rev A
House Type 838 Elevations HT.838.e Rev A
House Type 838 floor plans HT.838.p Rev A
House Type 920 Elevations HT.920.e Rev A
House Type 920 floor plans HT.920.p Rev A
House Type 936 Elevations Option 1 HT.936-1.e Rev A
House Type 936 Elevations Option 2 HT.936-2.e Rev A
House Type 936 floor plans HT.936.p Rev A
House Type 1036 Elevations HT.1036.e Rev B
House Type 1036 floor plans HT.1036.p Rev B
House Type 1173 Elevations HT 1173.e Rev A
House Type 1173 floor plans HT 1173.p Rev A
House Type 1210 Elevations HT.1210.e Rev A
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House Type 1210 floor plans HT.1210.p Rev A
House Type 1272 Elevations HT.1272.e Rev A
House Type 1272 floor plans HT.1272.p Rev A
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 1 HT.1318-1.e Rev A
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 2 HT.1318-2.e Rev A
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 3 HT.1318-3.e Rev A
House Type 1318 Elevations Option 4 HT.1318-4.e Rev A
House Type 1318 Floor plans Option 1 HT.1318-1.p Rev A
House Type 1318 Floor plans Option 2 HT.1318-2.p Rev A
House Type 1355 Elevations HT.1355.e Rev A
House Type 1355 floor plans HT.1355.p Rev A
House Type 1379 Elevations HT.1379.e Rev A
House Type 1379 floor plans HT.1379.p Rev A
House Type 1474 Elevations HT.1474.e Rev A
House Type 1474 floor plans HT.1474.p Rev A
House Type 1513 Elevations HT.1513.e Rev A
House Type 1513 floor plans HT.1513.p Rev A
House Type 1664 Elevations HT.1664.e Rev A
House Type 1664 floor plans HT.1664.p Rev A
House Type 493-584 Elevations HT.493-584.e Rev A
House Type 493-584 floor plans HT.493-584.p Rev A
Flat block Plots 199-207 Elevations FB.199-207.e Rev A
Flat block Plots 199-207 floor plans FB.199-207.p Rev A
House Type 824 Elevations Option 2 HT.824-2.e Rev A
House Type 824 Floor plans Option 2 HT.824-2.p Rev A
House Type 835 Elevations HT.835.e Rev A
House Type 835 floor plans HT.835.p Rev A
House Type 947 Elevations HT.947.e Rev A
House Type 947 floor plans HT.947.p Rev A
House Type 1138 Elevations HT.1138.e Rev A
House Type 1138 floor plans HT.1138.p Rev A
Single Garage - Floor plans and Elevations GAR.01 Rev A
Twin Garage - Floor plans and Elevations GAR.02 Rev A
Detailed Planting Proposals 1 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0001 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 2 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0002 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 3 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0003 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 4 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0004 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 5 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0005 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 6 of 9 P01 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0006 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 7 of 9 P01 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0007 P02
Detailed Planting Proposals 8 of 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0008 P01
Detailed Planting Proposals 9 of 9 9 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0009 P01
Landscape Specification and Planting Details R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0010
POS Proposals 1 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0011 P01
POS Proposals 2 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0012 P01
POS Proposals 3 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0013 P02
POS Proposals 4 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0014 P02
POS Proposals 5 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0015 P01
POS Proposals 6 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0016 P01
POS Proposals 7 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0017
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POS Proposals 8 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0018
POS Proposals 9 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0019
POS Proposals 10 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0020
POS Proposals 11 of 11 R9029-LLA-19-00-DR-L-0021
Plot Levels 0110 P4
Drainage Strategy 0115 P4
Drainage Catchment Plan 0016 P4
Road Sections Sheet 1 0121 P1
Road Sections Sheet 2 0122 P1
Flood Routing 0125 P3
Refuse Vehicle Tracking 0131 P3
Visibility Splays 0132 P3
Road Adoption Plan 0133 P4
Road Kerbing Layout 0134 P3
Road Construction Details 0141 P1
POS Level Details 0153
2.

The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access,
parking, and turning areas have been provided in accordance with the approved
plans.

3.

The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access to
the site within the limits of the public highway has been completed.

4.

Each property shall have the access to the plot and the parking area for that plot
completed before being occupied.

5.

The garages indicated on the approved plan shall be retained for the parking of
motor vehicles and cycles. They shall at no time be converted to living
accommodation without the prior express permission of the Local Planning
Authority.

6.

Notwithstanding any description/details of external materials in the application
documents and prior to any above ground works, precise details or samples of the
materials to be used in the construction of the external wall(s) and) roof(s) of the
building(s) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.

7.

Notwithstanding any description/details in the application documents and prior to
any above ground works, precise details or samples of all hard landscaping
materials to be used throughout the development shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

The reasons for the Council’s decision to approve the development subject to the above
conditions are:
1.

To define the permission.
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2.

In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).

3.

In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).

4.

In the interests of the safety and convenience of users of the highway. (Policy T1c
of The Plan for Stafford Borough).

5.

To ensure the provision of adequate off-street facilities in the interests of the
convenience and safety of users of the highway. (Policy T2d of The Plan for
Stafford Borough).

6.

To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development (Policies N1 g and h of
The Plan for Stafford Borough).

7.

To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development (Policies N1 g and h of
The Plan for Stafford Borough).

Informative(s)
1
2

The Local Planning Authority consider the proposal to be a sustainable form of
development and therefore complies with the provisions of the National Planning
Policy Framework.
That the applicants attention be drawn to the comments of the Highway Authority
contained in the attached letter.
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19/31577/REM
Land Off Fairway
Littleworth
Stafford
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ITEM NO 6

ITEM NO 6

STAFFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL
___________________________________________________________________
PLANNING COMMITTEE - 7 OCTOBER 2020
___________________________________________________________________
Ward Interest - Nil
Planning Appeals
Report of Head of Development
Purpose of Report
Notification of new appeals and consideration of appeal decisions. Copies of any
decision letters are attached as an APPENDIX.
Notified Appeals
Application Reference
20/32185/HOU
Non determination

Location
Burley Cottage
Cayalders Bank

Proposal
Extensions and alterations to
existing cottage.

Decided Appeals
Application Reference
19/30157/HOU
Appeal Allowed
Costs dismissed

Location
Jubilee Cottage
Cotton Back Lanes
Cotton

Proposal
Proposed garage/gymnasium,
conversion of existing garage
to sitting room/utility, bay
window and porch

Previous Consideration
Nil
Background Papers
File available in the Development Management Section
Officer Contact
John Holmes, Development Manager Tel 01785 619302
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Appeal Decision
Site visit made on 27 August 2020
by R Morgan MCD MRTPI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State
Decision date:22 September 2020

Appeal Ref: APP/Y3425/D/20/3254183
Jubilee Cottage, Cotton Back Lanes, Cotton, Stafford ST20 0EB
•
•
•
•

The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
against a refusal to grant planning permission.
The appeal is made by Mr Terry Blamire against the decision of Stafford Borough
Council.
The application Ref 19/30157/HOU, dated 22 February 2019, was refused by notice
dated 8 January 2020.
The development proposed is a garage/gymnasium, conversion of existing garage to
sitting room/utility, bay window and porch.

Decision
1. The appeal is allowed and planning permission is granted for a
garage/gymnasium, conversion of existing garage to sitting room/utility, bay
window and porch at Jubilee Cottage, Cotton Back Lanes, Cotton, Stafford
ST20 0EB, in accordance with the terms of the application, Ref 19/30157/HOU,
dated 22 February 2019, and subject to the following conditions:
1) The development hereby permitted shall begin not later than 3 years
from the date of this decision.
2) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance
with the following approved plans: Location plan; drawing no’s 1968/1,
1968/2, 1968/3C and 1968/4A.
3) The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces of
the garage hereby permitted shall match those used in the existing dwelling.
Application for costs
2. An application for costs was made by Mr Blamire against Stafford Borough
Council. This application is the subject of a separate Decision.
Main Issue
3. The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of
the area.
Reasons
4. Jubilee Cottage is a substantial detached house within the countryside, close to
a small cluster of properties along Beffcote Road. The brick built house, which
has a gable and three dormer windows on the front elevation, is set within
large gardens to the front and sides, and is accessed via a long driveway. The
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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proposed garage would be located to the side of the house, in area of the
garden which is currently grassed and open, bounded by a post and rail fence
with agricultural land beyond.
5. The Design Supplementary Planning Document 2018 (SPD) advises that
garages should be designed so they do not dominate the property and should
be sympathetic with the scale, form, materials and architectural style of the
existing dwelling. In order to accommodate the appellant’s collection of classic
cars, the proposed garage would be a sizeable building, with a footprint slightly
larger than the house. However, the front elevation would be narrower than
that of Jubilee Cottage, and it would be some 2.7 metres lower in height.
Despite its large footprint, the lower height of the garage, and its siting
approximately 9m away from the side of the house, would prevent it from
appearing overly dominant in relation to the host property.
6. The gable feature on the frontage, and the use of matching materials, would
help to visually tie the garage to the house. The garage would be of a simple
design, with three large openings on the frontage. Glazing would be limited,
with discrete roof lights and a single window on the front elevation. As a
result, its appearance would be that of a substantial outbuilding, rather than a
dwelling in its own right.
7. The topography of the area is flat, and the building would be visible from the
lane to the west, across farmland. However, views would be from a reasonable
distance and the garage would be seen in the context of the existing house, so
would not be read as a separate dwelling.
8. The proposed bay window and porch at Jubilee Cottage would be acceptable in
terms of scale and design.
9. Overall, despite its large size, the proposed garage would not cause undue
harm to the character and appearance of the area. As such, the proposal
would comply with the requirements of Policy N1 of The Plan for Stafford
Borough 2014, concerning high design standards that take account of local
character and context.
Conclusion
10. For the reasons given, I conclude that the appeal be allowed subject to the
conditions listed, which are necessary in the interests of certainty and
safeguarding the character and appearance of the area.

R Morgan
INSPECTOR

2

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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Costs Decision
Site visit made on 27 August 2020
by R Morgan MCD MRTPI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State
Decision date: 22 September 2020

Costs application in relation to Appeal Ref: APP/Y3425/D/20/3254183
Jubilee Cottage, Cotton Back Lanes, Cotton, Stafford ST20 0EB
•
•
•

The application is made under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, sections 78,
322 and Schedule 6, and the Local Government Act 1972, section 250(5).
The application is made by Mr Terry Blamire for a full award of costs against Stafford
Borough Council.
The appeal was against the refusal of planning permission for a garage/gymnasium,
conversion of existing garage to sitting room/utility, bay window and porch.

Decision
1. The application for an award of costs is refused.
Reasons
2. The Planning Practice Guidance (the Guidance) advises that, irrespective of the
outcome of the appeal, costs may only be awarded against a party who has
behaved unreasonably and thereby caused the party applying for costs to incur
unnecessary expense in the appeal process. The Guidance provides a list of
behaviour which may be unreasonable, which includes refusing to enter into
pre-application discussions when a more helpful approach may have resulted in
an appeal being avoided.
3. The applicant has suggested that the Council has acted unreasonably by
requesting revisions to the scheme then changing their minds, leading to
additional costs being incurred. Whilst I appreciate that the applicant may
have found the negotiations during the application stage to be protracted and
frustrating, it is clear that the Council tried to be helpful and to work with
them, to achieve a satisfactory scheme.
4. Whilst I have found the submitted scheme to be acceptable and have allowed
the appeal, this was on the basis of the revised plans rather than the originally
submitted scheme. The changes that were made at the application stage were
therefore necessary.
5. Prior to making a decision, the Council provided clear advice about the changes
they felt to be necessary to make the scheme acceptable. On refusing the
scheme the Council explained their reasons for doing so. The appeal, and any
costs associated with it, were therefore necessary.

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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6. I conclude that unreasonable behaviour resulting in unnecessary expense
during the appeal process has not been demonstrated. For this reason, an
award of costs is not justified and the application for costs is refused.

R Morgan
INSPECTOR

2

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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